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NFI and Emergency Shelter 

ASSESSMENT / VERIFICATION REPORT 

 

✓ ASSESSMENT: (tick) ✓ VERIFICATION: (tick) 

Report Date:  23/04/2019 25/03/2019- 30/03/2019 

Location Information 

State CENTRAL EQUATORIA  (YEI RIVER STATE) 

County KAJO KEJI COUNTY 

Payam LIWOLO, KANGAPO I, KANGAPO II, LIRE, NYEPO 

Boma KORIJO, SOKARE, BORI, JAKWAT, JALIMO, 

PAMOJU, LEIKOR, MERE, MONDIKOLO, KANSUK 

GPS Coordinates  

Team Details 

Name Organisation Title Contacts: Email/Mobile/Phone 

Peter Manga Igga TITI FOUNDATION Project coordinator yambadrati@gmail.com 

0922323206, 0779212224 

Lokoroi Oscar Smith  TITI FOUNDATION Program Manager Oscarsmith74@gmail.com 

0928000371 

Ivan loira TITI FOUNDATION Field Officer loiraivan@gmail.com 

0777951446 

Francis Abdalla kuperk TITI FOUNDATION Field  Officer 0770708594 

Wani Wilson 

Monojasuk  

TITI FOUNDATION Field Officer 0775381358 

Summary of Population Type / Numbers 

A. Total population resident in area 

-Ref Census to County level 

The NFIs and Shelter assessment and verification exercise 

was conducted between 25th -30th of March 2019. The 

exercise was informed by findings of two assessments 

conducted in Kajo-Keji between November 2018 and 

February 2019. The first assessment was an Inter Agency 

Rapid Assessment (IRNA) conducted between 28th 

November 2018 and 2nd December 2018. The Second 

assessment (Shelter Count) was conducted by IOM in the 

month of February 2019. According to the IRNA report, 

Korijo IDPs camp was hosting 6919 IDPs HHs 

representing an estimated 40,294 individuals. The IDPs 

being spread as follows; Korijo 1: 1636HHs (8888 

Individuals), Korijo 2; 2891 HHs (13162 Individuals), 

Korijo 3; 2392 HHs (18244 Individuals). Regarding hot 

community HHs, the IRNA report captured 2779 HHs 

residing in Kansuk, Ramogi, Mere, Wudu, Merwa, Sokare, 

Jale and Leikor Bomas. 

 

According to the IOM Shelter Count Report for Korijo 

IDPs site, the estimated current population in 12386 

individuals representing 2336 HHs (Average HH being 
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5.3). Based on the IRNA report numbers gathered on 

November and December 2018, the IDPs population in 

Korijo IDPs camp as per IOM Count seems to have 

declined. According to the report, lack of water and food 

could explain the decline in Camp Population.  

The findings of these two reports and the fact that Titi 

Foundation had participated in the IRNA assessment 

informed the Shelter needs assessment and verification 

exercise which was conducted between 25th -30th March 

2019 covering Kansuk, Kangapo, Mere, Lire, Liwolo and 

Korijo in Kajokeji. 

 

B. Total number of IDPs/returnees 

-Households and individuals 

-Ref sources - can be multiple 

-Specify conflict IDP, disaster IDP, returnee 

-If returnee, in transit, stranded, or final 

destination? Organised or spontaneous? 

-Do registration list/s already exist? Made by 

whom? 

 

The number of IDPs, returnees and host community as  

provided by the RRC , Chiefs and County Commissioner is 

summarised in the below table;  

Host Community Payams HH Individuals  

Liwolo 1116 5,913 

Mere 247 1,314 

Kansuk 213 1065 

Kangapo I 472 2500 

Korijo IDPs Camp 

Community Zone 

HH Individuals 

Zone One 864 4576 

Zone Two 835 4426 

Zone Three 611 3276 

Spontaneous Returnees HHs Individuals 

Lire  157 832 

   
 

 

C. Total number in need of shelter/NFI 

assistance 

-Households and individuals 

-Specify population type (IDP, returnee, host 

community) 

-Verified? List available? 

The assessment and verification team conducted Shelter 

and NFIs need assessment in Korijo IDPs Camp (Korijo 1, 

Korijo 2 and Korijo 3) as well as within host community 

(Kansuk, Mere, Kangapo 1, Kangapo 2, Sokare and 

Leikor). As per shelter needs assessment and verification 

findings, a summary of IDPs Households in Korijo IDPs 

camp as well as host communities in need of NFIs and 

Shelter Items is summarized in the below tables; 

 

Korijo IDPs Camp 

Zone (location) Total Population Number of HH 

One  1,048 169 

Two  764 120 

Three  558 125 

Total  2,370 414 

 

 

Location No: HH Population Size 

Kansuk 150 992 

Mere 192 855 

Kangapo I 85 471 

Kangapo II 58 291 
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Sokare 60 314 

Leikor 55 270 

Total 600 3,129 
 

Situation Overview 

-Note any prior assessments (e.g. IRNA) and attach to this report 

-If no prior assessment has been done. summarise information gathered through questionnaire at Annex 1  

According to IRNA assessment (IRNA REPORT: Kajokeji County Central Equatoria State 28/11/2018-

02/12/2018) conducted in Kajokeji between November and December 2018, Korijo Internally Displaced 

Persons camp hosted an estimated 18,244 IDPs representing 2,392 Households. According to the same report, 

locations such as Kansuk, Ramogi, Mere, Wadu, Bori, Sokare, Jale and Leikor had relatively small host 

community households estimated at 2779 HHs representing 21,196 IDPs (Assessment Report Attached).  

A follow up assessment conducted by IOM in the month of February 2019 shows declining population in the 

Korijo IDPs with three zones in the camp having a total of 12386 IDPs representing 2334HHs (Korijo 1; 3238 

Persons, Korijo 2; 4510 Persons and Korijo 3; 4638 Persons). According to the IOM findings, the decline in 

the number of IDPs in Korijo IDPs camp is as a result of 1) Movement of populations into farms or into 

Uganda to look for food and water and 2) Youths moving into Uganda Bidi Bidi Camps to look for work and 

schooling. In spite of the decline in population size, IDPs and host community still residing in the camps and 

outside the camp continue to experience varying humanitarian needs with women, children and the elderly 

persons being the most affected (Assessment Report Attached).   

In spite of relative calm currently experienced in Kajo-Keji, the impact of the conflict  that engulfed the county 

in 2017 and 2018 is still visible homes, shops, schools remain largely vandalized in Kajo-keji town and its 

outskirt villages creating a huge shelter needs. Whereas the displaced population is still adopting wait and see 

attitude towards the peace agreement, IDPs are frequently visiting their farms during the day and going back 

into IDPs camp or into Uganda in the evening. IDPs and Returnees spontaneously returning to their villages 

and communities are facing huge WASH, protection, Education, Health, NFIs and Shelter needs. In light of 

this, Titi Foundation through funds secured from South Sudan’s Humanitarian Fund seek to meet some of the 

needs host communities and IDPs have expressed during IRNA and other assessments. The Shelter and NFIs 

needs assessment and verification exercises was meant to gather correct and verified S/NFIs data and 

information in order to better inform Titi’s Foundation Shelter and NFIs intervention for Kajokeji. 

Summary of Shelter/NFI Situation 

-Summarise information gathered through questionnaire at Annex 2 

-Include maps and photographs where relevant 

- Include any information gathered on community and intra-household gender dynamics, as related to shelter 

and NFI 

 

Shelters within Korijo IDPs camp are mainly temporary. Materials used to make the shelters include mud, 

tarpaulins, grass and bamboo. During household to household visits, it emerged that available shelters were 

occupied, abandoned or empty. During FGDs with the IDPs, it was mentioned that the reason why some 

shelters were empty or abandoned ranged from occupants having moved to farms to collect cassava and other 

produce or into Uganda to look for food, water, visit relatives or to look for jobs in Bidi Bidi IDPs camp. Also, 

we observed empty worn out and collapsed shelters. Majority of shelters that were occupied had complete 

walls and roofs (made of temporary materials). However, some had gaping walls and roofs exposing occupants 

to elements of weather and security risks. In most of the occupied shelters, it was women, children and the 

elderly and the disabled who were living in them. The number of persons per shelter ranged from 3-6 with 

some families sharing one shelter. Shelters that were being shared were single rooms with no walls in the 
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inside, which signalled no privacy between children and parents.  

 

Similar observations were made during house to house visits in host community areas. Shelters were 

dilapidated, empty, burnt, abandoned or occupied. According to Key Informant Interviews with the community 

leaders, the last shelters and NFIs distribution in Kajokeji was carried out by SPEDP and Titi Foundation in 

2018. The distribution did not cover the whole IDPs camp and host communities. This when coupled with the 

absence of functional market in Kajokeji could explain the reason why shelters were dilapidated and in need of 

repair or in some instances establishing new ones for IDPs, host community and returnees. Further, the fact 

that people still feared going to the forest to look for grass and poles explained why some shelters were in 

disrepair. 

 

As far as loose NFIs are concerned, we observed several households lacking cooking utensils, serving utensils 

and water containers. When asked the source of the items, HHs who had the items stated that they had received 

the items from humanitarian agencies while others were sourced across the border in Uganda. Households 

lacking the items cited cost, missing on the items during distributions, NFIs items getting broken or aging and 

lack of functional market where they could source basic loose NFIs like; blankets, cooking sets, mosquitoes 

nets, sleeping mats and kanga for women. To obtain the items, one has to go past the border into Uganda 

where the items are expensive for the IDPs and poor host community to afford. NFIs and Shelter needs among 

the elderly persons, those living with disability, the sick, women and children headed households were grave 

and immediate action to avail the items is required.  

 

The shelter and assessment exercise findings are collaborated by the IRNA conducted on November and 

December 2018. According to the IRNA’s findings, most homes along the main roads were vandalized, looted, 

or destroyed in Kajo-Keji when the county was attacked. Majority of the homes remain in the same state to 

date with previous occupants residing in the IDPs camp or in Uganda.  

Assessment/Verification Methodology  

-Which assessment/verification methods did you use and why (e.g. household interview, focus group 

discussion, shelter observation inside and out, market survey) 

-If verifying, are you working from an existing list, or are you creating a list from scratch? 

-How many interviews/FGDs/observations did you conduct? What questions did you ask and why? 

-Did you use sampling techniques? If so, please describe. 

-Is there any information you feel less confident about? If so why? 

Assessment/ Verification methods 

 

FGDs: Separate sessions of Focus Group Discussions with the IDPs were conducted to obtain information on 

views, perceptions and opinions about Shelter and NFIs needs. FGDs were conducted with mixed groups of 

males and females while others were conducted with Female IDPs only. The reason for having separate FGDs 

with women IDPs was informed by the fact that they are the most affected by the displacement and also 

because the role they play at the household level as cooks and caregivers is key. Also, protection risks for 

women, girls and children in overcrowded camp settings are a major issue.  

 

KIIs: The assessment and verification team had informant interviews with the camp leadership, county 

leadership and chiefs to have general picture of the camp and host communities to capture general situation 

information on authorities’ and humanitarian actors efforts to help the IDPs, obtain first hand information on 

conditions in the camp and the host community, and security concerns within the IDPs camp and host 

community.  

 

Shelter Observation: The assessment and verification team conducted transect walk and home to home visit 

to observe the nature, type and condition of shelters the IDPs and host community were residing in. The aim 

being to collaborate information provided by the IDPs  and representatives of host community during FGDs  

on the state of shelters. 
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Household Visits and Interviews: A visit to IDPs and host community HHs was meant to provide first hand 

information on availability of NFIs currently possessed and being used by the IDPs.  A random sampling was 

used to avoid bias. Observations made on NFIs collaborated the information the IDPs, local authorities and 

host community representatives had provided during the assessment and verification exercise. 

 

Market Survey: Kajokeji does not have a functional market. However, few sheds have been erected where 

some IDPs and host communities sell small food items such as biscuits, repackaged cooking oil in small 

bottles, onions, salt and small packets of sugar. A visit to the sheds was meant to provide the assessment and 

verification team with hindsight on availability of NFIs items such as cooking utensils, cooking pots, jerricans, 

mats, buckets, mosquito nets and other basic items needed to establish shelters. The visit confirmed absence of 

these materials. To obtain the items, families were walking as far as in Uganda to buy the items. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

If emergency shelter and/or NFI distribution is recommended: 

Define targeting criteria  

-need/vulnerability (if 

vulnerability, define vulnerability 

categories) 

The team suggest to target only most vulnerable IDPs and vulnerable 

Host Communities which will involves ; pregnant and lactating 

women’s(PLW), people with disabilities (PWDs), severely disable 

persons (SD), Unaccompanied elderly people(UE) from 70 years above,  

Specify items to be distributed  

-Number and type per household - 

NFI/ES, full kits, loose items 

-Specify if quantity of items 

distributed will vary by household 

size 

The team recommended the following shelter and loose NFIs items for 

distribution for the IDP and Host Communities  as per  the verification 

need assessment exercise;  

The table below summarise the items recommended for the IDPs and 

Host Communities as per the HH sizes; 

ITEMS HH Sizes 1-3 HH Sizes 4-6 HH Sizes 7 + 

Cooking Sets Half set Half set Half set 

Blankets 1 2 2 

Sleeping Mats 1 2 2 

Kanga 1 1 1 

Plastic Sheets 1 1 1 

Mosquito Nets 1 2 2 

Water Buckets 1 1 1 
 

Key considerations for 

distribution  

-Eg access, logistics, security and 

protection concerns, push/pull, 

stakeholders/partners to work with 

The team recommend for central distribution points where people will 

gather and collect their basic NFIs items. 

 

The distribution exercise can last for four days since the Payam locations 

are distance from each other; Kajo-keji can only be accessed by road 

from Juba to Nimule, From Nimule Via Moyo to Afoji; the roads are 

passable at the moment but there is need to speed up the response to 

avoid being catch up by rain since its coming to rain season. 

 

Some parts of Kajo-keji county have no communication network for 

south Sudan; while people use the network of Uganda MTN lines for 

communication for most nearby locations to the border. 

 

The security situation of Kajo-keji at the moment is calm general and 

people are moving freely to harvest their cassavas from the gardens; 

while others started preparing the field for the first season planting. 

The team plan to engage the relevant RRC, Commissioners Offices and 

chiefs, and some staffs of ARC to help in the distribution time when the 
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time comes. 

 

The distribution site will be located near clean water source and vast 

compound which is free from don’t harm and that can ensure safety of 

our beneficiaries, and has basic facilities like toilets, clean water source 

for public use 

If emergency shelter and/or NFI distribution is not recommended: 

Summarise reasons and propose 

next steps, if any 

-e.g. referral to other clusters 

N/A 

 

 

NENEXT STEPSXT STEPS 

 

Immediate next steps Timeline Who is responsible 

Registration of HH need to 

be done immediately after 

Need Assessment Report 

submission to the cluster 

The whole activity of Registration, 

Distribution  has to be summarised in  two 

week time to give room for Post 

Distribution Monitoring exercise to take 

place 

TITI FOUNDATION, RRC, 

Chiefs, other partners on the 

ground and local Authorities 

 

Please submit to IOM Juba (cc your Shelter and NFI Cluster State Focal Point) 

 

If this is a verification report, and distribution is recommended, include: 

1. Completed Pipeline Request Form 

2. Distribution List in excel format 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 1: An elderly 

Person in her 

House at Korijo 

IDPs Camp. 
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Photo 2: Some of the temporary structures erected by 

the IDPs at Korijo. 

Photo 3: An old man standing outside his dilapidated 

temporary structure at Kansuk 

 

Photo 4: Previously active Kangapo 2 Market is currently non functional with IDPs families and 

host community Households being forced to travel to Uganda to look for NFIs items.  
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Photo 5: The effect of the conflict is visible through damaged or burn houses. Host communities indicated they are willing 

to rebuild or rehabilitate their homes if they can get Shelter Items/Materials. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 6: Consultation meeting 

with Payam Chiefs at Mere 

County Headquarters. 


